
Sprout AI Inc. Announces Filing of Patents
Calgary, Alberta--(Newsfile Corp. - December 14, 2021) - Sprout AI Inc. (CSE: BYFM) ("Sprout AI" or the "Company") is
pleased to announce that as of December 13 , 2021, the Company has successfully filed a patent on its newest version of
Sprout AI indoor vertical cultivation habitat technology. This new patent (Sprout AI V2) focuses on Sprout AI as a novel
collection of systems. The emphasis is Sprout AI's V2 ability to cultivate indoors using modular habitats on rolling racks,
that include dual plant and root zones to o�er the maximum e�ectiveness of di�erent environments for plant and root
utilizing fogponics. Fogponics, uses a fraction of the water required by aquaponics, hydroponics, and aeroponic irrigation
technologies, but has o�en been challenged in providing harmful excess heat to the plant root zone. Sprout AI V2 has
designed a system that manages this excess heat, and when coupled with Sprout AI V2's robust air sanitation and
dehumidification technologies, it is able to produce more water than used, making Sprout AI V2 uniquely water neutral.
Spout AI V2 is also designed to optimize power use, switching to green power sources, as well as utilizing existing power
voltage and frequency to operate making it truly universal to set up and operate globally. Sprout AI's V2 is a unique
modular structure, which can be stand-alone or based on vertical rolling racks, making the best use of cubic cultivation
space. When coupled with Sprout AI's so�ware which measures and manages crops from seed or cutting through to
harvest, enables maximum use of cubic space within confined, high price, city real estate locations.

According to Chris Bolton, CEO for Sprout AI, "Sprout V2 marks a significant leap forward from our previous V1 Sprout AI
systems and technology. Having learned from V1's strengths and weaknesses, we've developed an entirely new way to
transport nutrients to plant roots as well as measure, manage, analyze and control plant batch development.
Furthermore, Sprout V2's ability to separate root zone from plant zone enables us to cultivate any plant that requires
di�erent root and plant environments, in terms of temperature, humidity and light exposure. Imagine a root zone that is at
17C and a plant zone that is at 28C and optimized to reduce batch cycle time and increase batch yield. That is the power of
Sprout AI V2! That is Beyond Farming!" Sprout AI will be releasing a White Paper on, or before, December 17  entitled
"Vertical Indoor Farming Segmentation" which explains how Sprout AI fits within this emerging sector and how Sprout AI
V2 is taking a position as a market leader.

Sprout AI is working to aggressively protect its intellectual property in key markets globally. As reported earlier, given
Spout AI's international presence, Sprout AI has also recently increased its Trademark (TM) of "Sprout AI" and "Beyond
Farming" to over 40 countries. As of today, Sprout AI was also informed that penal action has also moved forward against
individuals who had worked, and or had access to detailed information regarding Sprout AI version 1 (V1) technologies.
Under Panamanian law, the� of intellectual property is deemed to be a criminal o�ence. The basis of the penal action is
that these individuals, in breach of their employment agreements and/or mutual non-disclosure agreements (MNDA)'s,
used confidential information and/or assets to commence their own business which may have resulted in the loss of sales
opportunities.

For non-material updates and to learn more about Sprout AI and the vertical farming industry, please follow Sprout AI on:

https://twitter.com/SproutAIS (https://www.newsfilecorp.com/redirect/XnP1jf844r) 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sproutaisolutions (https://www.newsfilecorp.com/redirect/D3JaRI0JJJ) 
https://www.facebook.com/SproutAIS/ (https://www.newsfilecorp.com/redirect/rYNxefbjj0) 
https://www.instagram.com/sproutais/ (https://www.newsfilecorp.com/redirect/VmA1zuGVVp)

About Sprout AI

Sprout AI is a technology company in the business of planning, designing, manufacturing and/or assembling scalable AI-
controlled vertical cultivation equipment for international urban farming. The adaptive technology produces an
environment with improved growing parameters and early detection of adverse conditions resulting in consistent and
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repeatable crops, with shorter cultivation cycles, independent of geographic climates. The self-contained multi-level
rolling rack technology increases the cubic cultivation area while mitigating the risk of outside and cross-contaminants.

For more information about Sprout AI, please visit http://sproutai.solutions
(https://www.newsfilecorp.com/redirect/zWvXrc155D)
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THE CANADIAN SECURITIES EXCHANGE HAS NOT REVIEWED AND DOES NOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF THIS RELEASE, NOR HAS OR DOES THE CSE'S REGULATION SERVICES PROVIDER.

Forward-Looking Statements

This news release contains "forward-looking information" within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities
legislation, with respect to the Company. The forward-looking information included in this news release is not based on
historical facts, but rather on the expectations of the Company's management regarding the future growth of the
Company, its results of operations, performance, business prospects, and opportunities. This news release uses words
such as "will", "expects", "anticipates", "intends", "plans", "believes", "estimates", or similar expressions to identify
forward-looking information. Such forward-looking information reflects the current beliefs of the Company's
management, based on information currently available to them.

This forward-looking information includes, among other things, statements relating to: the intentions, plans and future
actions of the Company; statements relating to the business and future activities of the Company and anticipated
developments in operations of the Company. In addition, any statements that refer to expectations, intentions,
projections or other characterizations of future events or circumstances contain forward-looking information. Forward-
looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analyses made by the Company in light of the experience and
perception of historical trends, current conditions, and expected future developments and other factors it believes are
appropriate and are subject to risks and uncertainties.

Although the Company believes that the assumptions underlying these statements are reasonable, they may prove to be
incorrect, and there can be no assurance that actual results will be consistent with these forward-looking statements.
Given these risks, uncertainties, and assumptions, prospective investors should not place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements. Whether actual results, performance, or achievements will conform to the expectations and
predictions of the Company is subject to a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions, and other
factors, including: global or national health concerns, including the outbreak of pandemic or contagious diseases, such as
COVID-19 and including the evolution of new variants of COVID-19, the duration and e�ect thereof and delays relating to
vaccine development, procurement and distribution; risks relating to the e�ective management of the Company's growth;
liabilities and risks, including environmental liabilities and risks associated with the Company's operations; the
Company's ability to attract and retain customers; the competitive nature of the industries in which the Company
operates; and the other risk factors described in the Company's final long form prospectus dated May 31, 2021.
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If any of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or if assumptions underlying the forward-looking statements prove
incorrect, actual results might vary materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements. Information
contained in forward-looking statements in this news release is provided as of the date of this news release, and the
Company disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information or
future events or results, except to the extent required by applicable Canadian securities laws. Accordingly, potential
investors should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, or the information contained in those
statements.

All of the forward-looking information contained in this news release is expressly qualified by the foregoing cautionary
statements.

To view the source version of this press release, please visit https://www.newsfilecorp.com/release/107530
(https://www.newsfilecorp.com/redirect/jVknRTX005)
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